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Abstract
Some basic results for order intervals on ordered topological vector spaces are given. Then
characterizations of order intervals where the partial orders are induced by the pointed matrix
cones PSD in Hn and .On/ in Rn and the pointed cones of linear transformations on
matrices .PSD/ and CP (among others) inHP together with some seminorms and norms
which they generate are given. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Mn.C/TMn.R/U denote the algebra of complex [real] matrices with Hn,
SHn;PSDn; andPDn its subsets of hermitian, skew-hermitian, positive semidef-
inite,and positive definite matrices, respectively, with the n’s suppressed in context.
LetHP and CP denote the cones of Hermitian-preserving and completely positive
linear transformations on Mn. See [15] for the appropriate definitions and a listing
of characterization theorems.
Let V be a finite dimensional real or complex vector space. A subset K V is
said to be a (convex) cone if and only if x; y 2 KI ;  > 0 imply that x C y 2 K:
A cone K is said to be pointed if and only if K \ .−K/ D f0gI full if and only if the
(topological) interior of K is nonempty; and reproducing if and only if Sp K DV:
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A nonempty subset S  K which is itself a cone under the induced operations is
said to be a subcone of K. A subcone F  K is said to be a face of K if and only if
x; y − x 2 K and y 2 F imply that x 2 F [1, p. 265]; equivalently, if and only if for
all x; y 2 K such that x C y 2 F , we have that x; y 2 F [19, p. 81].
With V a vector space over C or R, a function kk VV! R is said to be a
(vector) seminorm [11, p. 259] if for all x; y 2V, (1) kxk > 0; (2) kcxk D jcj kxk
for all scalars c and (3) kx C yk 6 kxk C kyk: Further, if kxk D 0 if and only if
x D 0; kk is said to be a (vector) norm.
In Section 2 we discuss the relationship between partial orders and pointed cones
and develop some results which will be used in the remainder of the paper.
In Section 3 we give some basic results on order intervals in an ordered vector
space. Using these ideas and that of the Minkowski functional (gauge function) [17,
p. 39; 8, p. 210] we generate some seminorms and norms which are in some sense
“consistent” with the partial order of the space.
In Section 4 we develop a body of theory for order intervals determined by the
nonnegative order on Mn.R/ and by the positive semidefinite order on itsHn.
We end the paper in Section 5 with a potpourri of order interval results for linear
transformations on matrices in the ambient space HP. In particular we give two
results determined by the partial orders induced by the classical (pointed) cones
.PSD/ and CP.
2. Basic results on ordered vector spaces
A vector space V together with a partial order 6 on the vector space is said
to be an ordered vector space if the partial order is preserved under addition and
nonnegative scalar multiplication, that is, if for everyw; x; y; z 2V such thatw 6 x
and y 6 z; then w C y 6 x C zI and, if for every w; x 2V such that w 6 x and
 2 RC [ f0g; then w 6 x: For any pointed cone C in a vector space V, let the
relation6C be defined by x6Cy if and only if y − x 2 C. Pointed cones and partial
orders have a natural relationship given by the following two results:
2.1. If C is a pointed cone in a vector space V, then 6C is a partial order on V.
Furthermore .V;6C/ is an ordered vector space.
2.2. For any ordered vector space .V;6/ the set C D fx 2V j 0 6 xg is a pointed
cone. Furthermore, with this definition of C, the order 6 is the same as 6C.
In this section we now give some basic results which will be used in the remainder
of the paper.
Not every partial order on a vector space gives an ordered vector space. The star
and minus partial orders [9, p. 39] are both examples of partial orders on matrices
that do not result in an ordered vector space. The star partial ordering on matrices,
denoted by 6, is defined by A6B if and only if AA D AB and AA D BA.
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The minus partial ordering on matrices, denoted by 6−, is defined by A6−B if
and only if rank .B − A/ = rank .B/− rank .A/. Both the star and minus partial
orderings on matrices have maximal elements [9, p. 45]. We observe that a partial
order in an ordered vector space has maximal elements only if the partial order is the
trivial partial order (equality).
On any ordered vector space, we denote the partial order as 6C; letting C be the
cone of nonnegative elements. We denote fx C c j c 2 Cg by x C C, f−c j c 2 Cg by
−C, and fx − c j c 2 Cg by x − C.
2.3. For any ordered vector space .V;6C/, if x 2V then fy 2V j x6Cyg = x C C,
and fy 2V j y6Cxg = x − C.
2.4. If .V;6C/ is an ordered vector space and x 2V such that 0 6C x, then for
all  2 R such that 0 6  6 1; 0 6C x 6C xI and, for all  2 R such that 1 6
; x6Cx.
2.5. If C is a cone in a finite dimensional vector space V then NC is a cone in V
(where C denotes the closure of C).
2.6. If K is a proper face of a pointed cone C, then K\ rel int C D ;:
2.7 [3, Lemma 2.14]. If F is a face of a pointed coneC in a real vector spaceV then
F D SpF \ C.
This result does not hold in a complex vector space. For a counterexample con-
siderF D fx C iy j x D y > 0gwhich is a face of the coneC D fx C iy j x > y > 0g
in the vector space C (over C). Note that SpF D C: Therefore Sp F \ C D C, not
F.
Observe that a subcone K can be such that Sp K \ C D K and K\ rel int C D ;
but K still not be a face. Let
C D
("
x
y
z
#  x > 0; y > 0; z > 0
)
:
Then C is a cone in R3. Let
K D
("
x
y
z
#  x D y > 0; z D 0
)
I
then K is in the boundary of C and SpK \ C D K . Because" 1
0
0
#
;
" 0
1
0
#
2 CnK and
" 1
0
0
#
C
" 0
1
0
#
D
" 1
1
0
#
2 K;
K is not a face.
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3. Some general results on order intervals
LetC be a pointed cone in either a real or complex vector spaceV. Let6C be the
partial order onV that corresponds toC, so that .V;6C/ is an ordered vector space.
A subset of the form fz 2V j x 6C z 6C yg in an ordered vector space, where x and
y are fixed, is said to be an order interval. It is convienient to denote this set by
Tx; yUC. The order intervals on R under the standard ordering are simply the finite
closed intervals.
The order of V is called Archimedean if x 6C 0 whenever there exists y 2V
such that nx 6C y for all n 2 NI almost-Archimedean if x D 0 whenever there ex-
ists y 2V such that −y 6 nx 6 y for all n 2 N. Jameson [12, pp. 12–15] gives
a number of characterizations of Archimedean and almost-Archimedean orders on
vector spaces. We list Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.5 since they will be used later in
this paper. The other basic results among Theorems 3.1–3.12 have somewhat easy
proofs.
Theorem 3.1. If C is a pointed cone in a vector spaceV such that NC is not pointed,
then the partial order 6C generated by C is not Archimedean.
The open right half plane together with the nonnegative y-axis is an example of
a pointed cone such that the closure of this cone, viz., the closed right-half plane, is
not pointed. Therefore by Theorem 3.1 we can conclude that the related partial order
(the lexicographical order on R2) is not Archimedean.
However, we can show that PSD yields an Archimedean order on Hn and
Mn(C) as do CP and (PSD) on bothHP and L(Mn(C)). These results follow
from our next result.
Theorem 3.2. A partial order whose nonnegative elements form a pointed cone is
Archimedean if and only if the cone of nonnegative elements is closed.
In the following work we shall repeatedly use the following characterization of
an order interval in a topological vector space. It follows immediately from 2.3 of
Section 2.
Theorem 3.3. For any pointed cone C in a vector space V and for all x; y 2V,
Tx; yUC D .x C C/ \ .y − C/.
Corollary 3.4. For any pointed cone C in a vector space V and for all x; y 2V,
Tx; yUC is convex.
A subset S of a vector space V is said to be balanced (or circled) if for every
scalar  such that j  j 6 1; S S. A subset S of a vector space V is said to be
absorbing (or radial) if for every x 2V there exists  2 RC such that x 2 S.
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Theorem 3.5. For all x in a real ordered vector space (V;6C/; T−x; xUC is a
balanced set.
Corollary 3.6. If x =2 C then T−x; xUC D ;.
In a complex ordered vector space, T−x; xUC need not be balanced. Consider
the complex vector space C and let C D f C i j ;  > 0g. The interval T−1− i;
1C iUC D f C i j ;  2 T−1; 1Ug. Clearly 1C i 2 T−1− i; 1C iUC, and j ei=4 j D
1. However, .1C i/ei=4 D p2i =2 T−1− i; 1 C iUC.
Theorem 3.7. For any cone C in a topological vector spaceV; x 2 rel int C if and
only if 0 2 rel int T−x; xUC.
Theorem 3.8. If a cone C is such that C is a closed pointed cone, then for all
a 2V; T−a; aUC D T−a; aUC.
Theorem 3.9. If C0 is a subcone of C, then for all a,b 2V;Ta;bUC0  Ta; bUC.
Theorem 3.10. If F is a face of the cone C then for all a; b 2V, either Ta; bUF
=Ta; bUC or Ta; bUF D ;.
Theorem 3.11. If a; b; c; d 2V such that a 6C b 6C c 6C d , then Tb; cUC 
Ta; dUC.
We now consider the Minkowski functional of an interval in our vector space.
Let S be a nonempty subset of a (real or complex) vector space. A function γS V
V! R defined by γS.x/ D inff 2 RC j x 2 Sg is said to be the Minkowski func-
tional of S on V. Note that if S is not absorbing, γS is not defined on all of V.
In this case you can either restrict the domain to those elements of V where γS
is defined, or you can define γS.x/ D 1 for all x 2V such that x =2 S for all
 2 RC.
The first two of the following results are from Schaefer [17, p. 39]; the third result
comes from Rockafellar [16, p. 131], the fourth from Jameson [12, p. 117].
Theorem 3.12. If M and N are absorbing sets in a vector space V such that M 
N , then γN.x/ 6 γM.x/ for all x 2V.
Theorem 3.13. The Minkowski functional γS is a norm if and only if the set S is a
balanced absorbing convex set (also called a radical, circled, convex set).
Theorem 3.14. The Minkowski functional γS is a norm if and only if the set S is a
closed bounded set such that 0 2 int S.
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Theorem 3.15. If C is an Archimedean cone in a real vector space, then for any
a2 intC, γT−a;aUC is a norm. Further, γT−a;aUC is a norm iff C is almost-Archimedean.
Theorems 3.8 and 3.15 yield the following result:
Theorem 3.16. If a cone C in a real vector spaceV is such that C is pointed, then
for all a 2 int C, γT−a;aUC is a norm on V.
Theorem 3.17. For any ordered real vector space (V,6C) if x; y 2V such that
−y 6C x 6C y and z 2 int C, then γT−z;zUC.x/ 6 γT−z;zUC.y/.
4. Order intervals of matrices
4.1. Nonnegative order
Let On denote the nonnegative orthant of Rn and let Nn.R/ denote the set of
nonnegative matrices of order n. Considering elements of Mn.R/ as linear trans-
formations on Rn with respect to its standard ordered basis feigniD1, we observe that
Nn.R/ D .On/. More generally, if B is any ordered basis of Rn and CB is the
cone generated byB, then .CB/ is the cone of nonnegative matrices considered as
linear transformations with respect to B.
FromNn.R/ D .On/ and the observation that their orders are equal (T.On/ 
0n iff tij > 0 where T D Ttij U/, we have the following:
Theorem 4.1.1. If A, B 2Mn.R/, then
TA;BU.On/ D fC 2Mn.R/ j aij 6 cij 6 bij ; i; j D 1; : : : ; ng.
Corollary 4.1.2. If A 2Mn.R/, then
T−A;AU.On/ D fB 2Mn.R/ jj bij j 6 aij for all 1 6 i; j 6 ng:
Consider T−I; I U.On/ where I is the identity matrix of order n. By Corollary
4.1.2 we have that T−I; I U.On/ D fB 2Mn.R/ j j bij j 6 ij for all 1 6 i; j 6 ng.
The Minkowski functional γT−I;I U.On/ : Mn.R/! R, is given by γT−I;I U.On/ .A/ D
inff 2 RC jA 2 T−I; I U.On/g. We want to determine if γT−I;I U.On/ is a norm in
this case. By Theorem 3.14, in order for γT−I;I U.On/ to be a norm, 0 must be in
intT−I; I U.On/.
Consider the family of matrices A D Tai;j ./U where  2 RC and
ai;j ./ D
n
 if i = 1 and j = 2,
0 otherwise.
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These matrices get arbitrarily close to 0, but A =2 T−I; I U.On/ for any  2 RC.
Thus 0 =2 intT−I; I U.On/. A similar argument gives us that intT−I; I U.On/ is empty.
If we restrict our attention to SpT−I; I U.On/, then I is in the interior of the cone
.On/ \ SpT−I; I U.On/ relative to this subspace. By Theorem 3.15 γT−I;I U.On/ yields
a norm on this subspace of Mn.R/. Thus we have that γT−I;I U.On/ is a norm on the
diagonal matrices, SpT−I; I U.On/ but not on Mn.R/.
To generate a norm on the whole space we need an element of the interior of
.On/. Applying Corollary 4.1.2 to A D T1U, the order n matrix of all 1’s, we have
the following:
Corollary 4.1.3. T−T1U; T1UU.On/ D fB 2Mn.R/ j j bij j 6 1; i; j D 1; : : : ; ng.
Theorem 4.1.4. The Minkowski functional γT−T1U;T1UU.On/ is the max(l1) norm on
Mn.R/.
Proof. Let
x D
24 x1:::
xn
35 2 On:
Then
T1Ux D
nX
iD1
xi
24 1:::
1
35 :
Since x 2 On; xi > 0 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Thus PniD1 xi > 0 unless x D 0. Hence
for x =D 0; T1Ux 2 On and thus by [19, p. 83], [1] 2 int .On/. Let A 2Mn.R/, let
a D maxi;jD1 j aij j and let c 2 RC satisfy A2cT−T1U; T1UU.O/n . Since γT−T1U;T1UU.On/
is a norm on Mn.R/, .1=c/A 2 T−T1U; T1UU.On/. Thus j aij =c j 6 1 for all i; j D
1; : : : ; n, which gives us that c > a and hence γT−T1U;T1UU.On/.A/ D inffc 2 RC jA 2
cT−T1U; T1UU.O/ng D a. Thus, γT−T1U;T1UU.On/ is the max .l1/ norm on Mn.R/. 
4.2. ThePSD order
We now consider the conePSD in the real vector spaceHn. First we shall char-
acterize T−I; I UPSD. For A 2Hn and U unitary we observe that I  A 2 PSD if
and only if
U.I  A/U D I  UAU 2 PSD:
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Thus, without loss of generality, we take A to be diagonal which gives us the follow-
ing result:
Theorem 4.2.1. T−I; I UPSD D fA 2Hn j .A/ 6 1g.
This result gives us a characterisation of the Minkowski functional γT−I;I UPSD
which is a norm onHn.
Theorem 4.2.2. The Minkowski functional γT−I;I UPSD.A/ D .A/ for all A 2Hn
is a vector space norm on Hn.
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, we have that T−I; I UPSD is a balanced
convex set. Since the set of positive definite matrices is the interior of the cone
of positive semi-definite matrices in the space of Hn [10, p. 82] and I is positive
definite, by Theorem 3.7, 0 2 int T−I; I UPSD, and thus T−I; I UPSD is absorbing.
By Theorem 3.13 γT−I;I UPSD is a semi-norm. Since the cone of positive semi-definite
matrices is closed [10, p. 82], γT−I;I UPSD is a norm. Consider aT−I; I UPSD for a > 0.
Since
aT−I; I UPSD D afA j .A/ 6 1g D faA j .A/ 6 1g D fA j .A=a/ 6 1g
D fA j .1=a/.A/ 6 1g D fA j .A/ 6 ag;
we have that
γT−I;I UPSD.A/ D inff 2 RC jA 2 T−I; I UPSDg
D inff 2 RC j .A/ 6 g D .A/: 
We observe that only because we have restricted our attention to Hn is the spec-
tral radius a norm. Indeed we can prove that the spectral radius is a vector norm on
Hn directly from the definition of a vector norm.
Theorem 4.2.3. T−A;AUPSD  fB 2Hn j .B/ 6 n.A/g.
Proof. Let B 2 T−A;AUPSD D .−ACPSD/ \ .A−PSD/: Then B C A 2
PSD and −B C A 2 PSD. Hence, j .B C A/; j .−B C A/ > 0 for all j 2 f1;
: : : ; ng. By Weyl’s theorem, j .B C A/ 6 j .B/C n.A/ and j .−B C A/ 6 j
.−B/C n.A/ 6 −k.B/C n.A/ where k C j D nC 1. Now 0 6 j .B C A/ 6
j .B/C n.A/. Therefore −n.A/ 6 j .B/ for all j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Similarly 0 6
j .−B C A/ 6 j .−B/C n.A/ 6 −k.B/C n.A/. Therefore k.B/ 6 n.A/
for all k 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Hence,−n.A/ 6 j .B/ 6 n.A/ for all j 2 f1: : : : ; ng. Thus
.B/ 6 n.A/. Therefore,B 2 fB 2Hn j .B/ 6 n.A/g, which gives us that T−A;
AUPSD  fB 2Hn j .B/ 6 n.A/g. 
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The following examples show that T−A;AUPSD and fB 2Hn j .B/ 6 n.A/g
are not equal. Furthermore, an examination of the eiganvalues is not sufficient to
characterize the interval when A is arbitary. Let
A D

1 0
0 0

:
Then .I/ 6 2.A/, since both are 1. Yet
−I C A D

0 0
0 −1

=2 PSD:
Let
B D
 1
2 0
0 0

and C D

0 0
0 12

:
Then
B C A D
 3
2 0
0 0

2 PSD and − B C A D
 1
2 0
0 0

2 PSD:
Thus B 2 T−A;AUPSD. Similarly,
C C A D

1 0
0 12

2 PSD:
However,
−C C A D

1 0
0 − 12

=2 PSD:
Thus C =2 T−A;AUPSD. Yet the eigenvalues of B and C are the same.
From the previous example we observe that we need to consider more than just
the eigenvalues of the matrices. Consideration of the action of each matrix on the
eigenspaces of A leads us to a subset of T−A;AUPSD, which naturally gives a better
bound on the eigenvalues of the elements of T−A;AUPSD. First we will consider the
special case of diagonal matrices.
Theorem 4.2.4. If A is a diagonal matrix inPSD, then fB 2Hn jB is a diagonal
matrix and j bi j 6 ai f or all 1 6 i 6 ng  T−A;AUPSD.
Proof. Since j bi j 6 ai;−ai 6 bi 6 ai . Thus 0 6 −bi C ai and 0 6 bi C ai . Since
B C A D diagfbi C aig and −B C A D diagf−bi C aig; B C A;−B C A 2 PSD.
Therefore,B 2 T−A;AUPSD. Hence, fB 2Hn jB is a diagonal matrix and j bi j 6
ai for all 1 6 i 6 ng  T−A;AUPSD. 
To understand the case where A is not diagonal, we need to consider the matrices
that are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable with A. For any A 2Hn, define
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SA D
8>>><>>>:B 2Hn
 9U 2 Un such that UAU D
26664
1 0    0
0 2
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0    0 n
37775 ;
UBU D
26664
1 0    0
0 2
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0    0 n
37775 ; and j i j 6 i for all 1 6 i 6 n
9>>>=>>>; :
(Note that if A =2 PSD; SA D ;: For our work we need only consider SA when
A 2 PSD. In this case A 2 SA and thus SA is not empty.)
Theorem 4.2.5. For every A 2 PSD; SA  T−A;AUPSD.
Proof. Let B 2 SA. Then there exists U 2 Un such that
U.B C A/U D
26664
1 C 1 0    0
0 2 C 2 . . .
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0    0 n C n
37775
and
U.−B C A/U D
26664
1 − 1 0    0
0 2 − 2 . . .
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0    0 n − n
37775 :
By definition of SA, j i j 6 i . Thus −i 6 i 6 i . Hence, 0 6 −i C i and
0 6 i C i , which gives us that U.B C A/U;U.−B C A/U 2 PSD, and thus
B C A;−B C A 2 PSD. Therefore B 2 T−A;AUPSD. 
The following example shows that SA may be a proper subset of T−A;AUPSD.
Let
A D

2 0
0 4

and B D

1 0:1
0:1 2

:
Then
AC B D

3 0:1
0:1 6

and A− B D

1 −0:1
−0:1 2

:
Since AC B and A− B are diagonally dominant and Hermitian, A C B;A− B 2
PSD. Thus B 2 T−A;AUPSD. The commutator of A and B is
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BA− ABD

2 0:4
0:2 8

−

2 0:2
0:4 8

D

0 0:2
−0:2 0

:
Since the commutator of A and B has nonzero eigenvalues, A and B are not simul-
taneously diagonalizable [7, p. 84]. Thus SA  T−A;AUPSD  fB 2Hn j .B/ 6
.A/g with strict inclusions for some matrices A.
Lemma 4.2.6. IfA 2 PSD; fxi j i D 1; : : : ; ng, and fi j i D 1; : : : ; ng are a given
orthonormal eigenbasis and the corresponding eigenvalues of A, and if x DPniD1 i
xi 2 Cn, then xAx DP. j i j 2i/.
Proof. Under the above hypotheses we have that
xAxD
 
nX
iD1
ixi
!
A
 
nX
iD1
ixi
!
D
 
nX
iD1
Nixi
! 
nX
iD1
iAxi
!
D
 
nX
iD1
Nixi
! 
nX
iD1
iixi
!
D
nX
iD1
nX
jD1
. Nixi j jxj /
D
nX
iD1
nX
jD1
. Nijj ij / D
nX
iD1
. Niii/ D
nX
iD1

j i j 2i

: 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let A 2 PSD. Let fxigniD1 be an orthonormal eigenbasis
of Cn with respect to A and let figniD1 be the corresponding eigenvalues. If
B 2 T−A;AUPSD and y is a normalized eigenvector of B with corresponding
eigenvalue , then j j 6PniD1 ( j i j 2i where figniD1  C such that y DPn
iD1 ixi .
Proof. Since B 2 T−A;AUPSD; B C A 2 PSD and A− B 2 PSD. Therefore
yBy C yAy D y.B C A/y > 0 and yAy − yBy D y.A− B/y > 0. From
Lemma 4.2.6 we have that
C
nX
iD1

j i j 2i

> 0 and
nX
iD1

j i j 2i

−  > 0:
Thus
 > −
nX
iD1

j i j 2i

and  6
nX
iD1

j i j 2i

:
Therefore j j 6PniD1 ( j i j 2i. 
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5. Linear transformations of matrices
In this section we give some results on linear transformations on matrices in the
space HP of Hermitian preservers determined by the partial order induced by the
classical (pointed) cones  .PSD/ and CP and by two of the Siler cones [18].
We shall denote an arbitrary eigenvalue of A by A, and the Dyad and Kronecker
products (of appropriately sized matrices) by ⊗D and ⊗K, respectively.
Theorem 5.1. In the real vector spaceHP,
T−.I⊗DI/; I⊗DIU.PSD/ D fT2HP j j T.A/ j 6 tr A for all A 2 PSDg:
Proof. LetT2T−.I⊗DI/, I⊗DIU.PSD/. By Theorem 3.3,TC.I⊗DI/2 .PSD/
and .I⊗DI/−T 2 .PSD/. Let A 2 PSD. Then T.A/C .tr A/I; .tr A/ I −
T.A/2PSD. Now the eigenvalues of T.A/C .tr A/I are of the form T.A/ C
.tr A/; those of .tr A/I −T.A/ are of the form tr A− T.A/. As eigenvalues of
positive semidefinite matrices, T.A/ C tr A > 0 and tr A− T.A/ > 0 which gives
us that −tr A 6 T.A/ 6 tr A or j T.A/ j 6 tr A.
Now letT2fT2HP j j T.A/ j 6 tr A for allA 2 PSDg. Then−trA 6 T.A/
6 tr Awhich gives us that trA− T.A/>0 and T.A/ C tr A > 0 for allA 2 PSD.
Since they are necessarily Hermitian with all eigenvalues positive,T.A/C .tr A/I;
.tr A/I −T.A/2PSD, so that TC .I⊗DI/; .I⊗DI/−T 2 .PSD/. By
Theorem 3.3T 2T−.I⊗DI/; I⊗DIU.PSD/. 
Our next two results describe intervals for two of the Siler (pointed) cones [18, p.
187], viz.,
K1 D fT2HP jAT.A/ 2 PSD for all A 2Mn.C/g
and
K2 D fT2HP jAT.A/CT.A/A 2 PSD for all A 2Mn.C/g:
In [18, p. 188], K1 is characterized by
K1DfT 2HP j there exists  2 T0;1/ such thatT.A/
DA for all A 2Mn.C/g:
We observe that this leads to a second characterization, viz., K1 D PHfIdg, the
nonnegative hull of Id.
Theorem 5.2. T−Id; IdUK1 D f Id j  2 T−1; 1Ug.
Proof. LetT2T−Id, IdUK1 D .−IdCK1/ \ .Id−K1/. ThenTC Id, Id−T 2 K1
and thus there exist 1; 2 2 T0;1/ such that TC Id D 1Id and Id−T D 2Id.
Hence T D .1 − 1/Id D .1− 2/Id which implies that 1 C 2 D 2. Since 2−
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1 D 2 > 0; 2 > 1I similarly 2 > 2. Thus, 1− 2 > 1− 2 D −1 and 1− 2 D
1 − 1 6 1I whence−1 6 1− 2 6 1. Thus,T 2 f Id j  2 T−1; 1Ug.
Conversely, let T 2 f Id j  2 T−1; 1Ug. Then there exists an  2 T−1; 1U such
that T D  Id. Now TC Id D  IdC Id D . C 1/Id 2 K1. Similarly, Id−T D
Id−  Id D .1− /Id 2 K1. ThusT 2 T−Id, IdUK1. 
Corollary 5.3. For every Id 2 SpK1; γ T−Id, IdUK1. Id/ D j j .
Proof. Let 0 Id 2 SpK1nf0g D fId j  2 Rgnf0g. Let  2 RC such that  < j 0 j .
Because j 0= j > 1, (0=/Id =2 T−Id; IdUK1 . Hence 0 Id =2 T−Id; IdUK1 .
Since −Id; Id2T−Id; IdUK1 , 0Id2j0 j T−Id; IdUK1 . Therefore γ T−Id; IdUK1.0 Id/
D j 0 j for 0 6D 0.
Consider γ T−Id; IdUK1.0/. Let 0 2 RC. Since 0 6 0; 0 2 0T−Id; IdUK1 . There-
fore γ T−Id; IdUK1.0/ D 0. 
As in [14, p. 206] we define a matrix reordering W ofM2n DMn.Mn/ by W.T /ijrs
D thr;si;hi;ji D T sjri , the element in the .r; i/th position in the .s; j/th block of T . In
[2, pp. 223–224] W is shown to be a (vector space) isometric isomorphism.
Since In ⊗K In D In2 , [14, Theorem 3] and the fact that W in involutory .W2 is
the identity) give us that W.In2/ is an n2-Dyad. For convenience we let W.In2/ D 1D.
Also, the involutory property of W gives us that W.1D/ D In2 . We note in passing that
eight isometric isomorphisms (cf. [14, p. 24] for two different formulations of each)
all yield results analagous to the following:
Theorem 5.4. In HP; T−1D; 1DUCP D fT 2HP j j W.hTi/ j 6 1g.
Proof. T 2 T−1D; 1DUCP iff TC 1D; 1D −T 2 CP iff W.hTC 1Di/;W.h1D −
Ti/ 2 PSDn2 iff W.hTi/CW.1D/;W.1D/−W.T/ 2 PSDn2 iff W.hTi/C
In2; In2 −W.T/ 2 PSDn2 . Since T 2HP iff W.hTi/ 2Hn2 [15, Theorem 2]
and W.hTi/C In2 and In2 −W.hTi/ are polynomials in W.hTi/, we have that
for any eigenvalues W.hTi/ of W.hTi, W.hTi/ C 1 > 0 and 1− W.hTi/ > 0 and
conversely. This is equivalent to j W.hTi/ j 6 1. 
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